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Diocese: Gaylord 
State: MI, US 
Media: Why I am Catholic When I Could be Anything Else (Why Be Catholic?) 
As a convert, Patrick's talk was very inspiring and encouraging to me, to know that I made the 

right choice to become Catholic. Thanks to Lighthouse Catholic Media and Dynamic 

Catholic.com, I have learned more about Catholicism than I did through all of RCIA. My faith is 

deeper, thanks to this "New Evangelization” that I have found with your materials. And each 

time I listen to a new CD or read a new book, I can't wait to read or listen to another one of 

your titles. Keep up the good work! 

Diocese: Fort Worth 
State: TX, US 
Media: Angels Explained: What You Should Know About the Nine Choirs 
Greatest single resource to explain the angels, their structure, their origin, their relationship to 
us, etc. The chaplet is an excellent resource! 

Diocese: Savannah 
State: GA, US 
Media: Finding the Fullness of Faith 
I loved hearing how he answered the misunderstandings we have with Protestants, and how we 
can begin to bridge our differences with them. 

Diocese: Colorado Springs 

State: CO, US 

Media: Jesus and the Jewish Roots of the Eucharist 

This talk was exceptionally intriguing and educational. Brant Pitre is one of the best speakers 

I've listened to. I bought the book because of this CD, and it is also incredible. I got The Fourth 

Cup CD by Scott Hahn because of this one, and it is exceptional. Everyone, especially Catholics, 

should listen to these! It makes you truly appreciate our Faith and its origins! 

Diocese: St Louis 

State: MO, US 

Media: Our Lives Change When Our Habits Change 

The presentation was wonderful! The biggest benefit I received is that I now keep a Mass 

journal which has helped me to focus more on the pure message I can receive at each week's 

Mass. It has also prodded me to return to confession! 

Diocese: Orlando 
State: FL, US 
Media: Answering Atheism 



I enjoyed the how Ken shared simple solutions that are easy to remember and obvious to point 
out when debating with an atheist. 
 
State: KE 
Media: Confession 
It brought out very clearly the origin and the purpose of confession. I have benefited more from 

the talk, particularly on why we must confess regularly. 

Diocese: Oklahoma City 

State: OK, US 

Media: Jesus and the Jewish Roots of the Eucharist 

I love listening to Dr. Brant Pitre, and found it particularly fascinating to discover how much of 

our Eucharist goes back to Jewish roots. I have listened to this CD several times and discover 

something new every time. Thanks so much for all of your CDs! 

Diocese: Jackson 
State: MS, US 
Media: Contemporary Sainthood 
Motivating - convinced me I can be, and should be, working towards sainthood. I will use this 
during my retreat for Confirmation. We are a small parish in rural MS (which is only 2% 
Catholic) and could never afford a speaker. Mr. Hart convinced me I was sitting in the audience! 
 
Diocese: Kingston 
State: ON, CA 
Media: The Mass Explained 
This was not what I expected, I was delighted with the content! Truly gave me lots to 
contemplate... I was at Mass the very next day and was seeing it in a whole new light. 


